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Open problems
(motivations for work)

Do we have a complete and general relativistically correct
description of the motion of extended bodies?

Is the motion the same for macroscopic and microscopic
particles?

Does the spin (or in general the inner structure)  of the 
body play a special role, in the sense that certain kind of 
couplings are preferred with respect to others?

No experiments not a definite answer! 



What has been already done: 
a short review

















GR model for a test particle

A test particle in the spacetime is
represented by a single world line, with a 
“label”: the mass of the particle.



GR model for a test body

A test body in the spacetime is represented by a 
world line (roughly, the center of mass orbit) and a 
pair (or more) of tensors defined (and evolving) all
along the CM world line (roughly, the 
way in which the body is allowed to move along
the orbit due to its internal structure) 



Extended body in the spacetime
Einstein’s equations
should be imposed
inside the tube.

Multipolar approximation



Competing models

Mathisson-Papapetrou model

Dixon model

Variations of both



Purely spinning particles
(Mathisson-Papapetrou model)

4 + 6 equations

but

U=timelike unit tangent vector
to the CM world line

P=generalized momentum of the 
particle (evolving along U)

S=spin tensor (evolving along U)
4(P)+6(S)+3(U)=13 unknowns!

Something is missing here:   model incomplete or incorrect?



Supplementary conditions



Physically correct
supplementary conditions



Quadrupolar particles: Dixon’s 
model

Fundamental equations:

Unit timelike tangent vector to the center of mass line of the body

Quadrupole moment tensor



The quadrupole moment tensor
The tensor J is the quadrupole moment of the stress-
energy tensor of the body, and has the same algebraic
symmetries as the Riemann tensor. A “1+3” splitting gives



Algebraic properties of J

The number of independent components of 
J is 20: 
6 in  
6 in  
and 8 in 



Physical meaning of the splitting
fields

represents the stress of quadrupole moment

represents the linear momentum of 
quadrupole momentum

represents the mass of quadrupole moment



Quadrupolar particles in 
Papapetrou model

+ quardrupolar terms

+ quardrupolar terms

quardrupolar terms
+ spin + quadrupolar terms

Never written explicitly up to now!



Dixon’s vs Papapetrou model

The fundamental difference between the two
Models is that Dixon’s model does not
include any evolution equation for the 
quadrupole tensor.

The quadrupole moment of the body should be
considered as given and representative of the 
material structure of the body itself.



Correctness of Dixon’s model 
(true also up to the quadrupolar approximation)

In order Dixon’s model to be mathematically correct the 
following additional conditions should be imposed to the 
spin tensor:

Such supplementary conditions (or Tulczyjew-Dixon
conditions) ensure the correct definition of 
the various multipolar terms. 

N. Backreaction should always be negligible!



Ehlers approximations

In all our works we have always considered
Dixon’s model under the further simplifying
assumption that the only contribution to the 
complete quadrupole moment J stems from
the mass quadrupole moment Q, so that



Spin vector

Let us introduce the spin vector by spatial
(with respect to Up) duality:

It is also convenient to introduce the scalar



Small spin approximation
(taking into account the smallness of S since the 

beginning)

(up to first order in spin)



Motion of extended bodies in 
Schwarzschild spacetime:

an example
Consider the case of a Schwarzschild 
spacetime

Introduce an orthonormal frame:



Simplifying assumptions

• Assume that U is tangent to a (timelike) 
spatially circular orbit.

• Limit considerations to equatorial plane
motion.

• Assume that Up also is tangent to a 
circular orbit.



More formally…but…
without too many details



Notation
(for a later convenience)

Introduce co/counter rotating geodesics:

Introduce also the Lie relative curvature 
of a circular orbit



Adapted frame
Introduce a frame adapted to Up

Within this frame we have automatically



Additional assumptions

• Let us assume that the spin of the body is
aligned with the z axis and constant along
the path:

Quasi-rigidity of the body according to
Ehlers-Rudolph definition: the surviving
components of the mass quadrupole
moment are all constant along
the path.



Write the equations…

From the spin evolution equations we have

Let us introduce the notation:

f,f’ are the structure functions of the body

Finally, the spin equations reduce to



Momentum equations

After manipulations the momentum
equations reduce to:

Note that as soon as the dipolar (s) and 
quadrupolar (f,f’) structure of the body
is known the previous two equations are 
enough to the determine the motion:



TF property of the quadrupole
moment

As for the classical case we can assume 
that the quadrupole moment of the 
body is trace-free; in this case Q is
completely represented by f,f’:



Rescaled adimensional quantities

It is quite natural to introduce the following
rescaled dimensionless angular and 
quadrupolar momentum quantities

due to the fact that along a circular orbit
r =const. 



Smallness
The quantities are necessarily small. 

Although the quadrupolar terms f and f’ are small
only for a quasi-spherical body, the further
rescaling by makes indeed them small in any
case. 

In fact, the radius of the orbit is assumed to be large
enough in comparison with certain natural length scales
like |s|/m (also known as the Møller radius of the body):



Final set of equations

The above equations can be solved to obtain the velocities in 
terms of spin and quadrupole parameters. All the various
special cases like

have been examined.



Limit of small spin and quadrupole

If the contribution of quadrupolar terms can 
be considered negligible with respect
to the dipolar ones and comparable with
second order terms in the spin itself:



In terms of angular velocities…

One can then evaluate the period of 
revolution around the central source
which consists of three different terms



Consequences
A direct measurement of T will then allow to
estimate the quantity F determining the quadrupolar
structure of the body, if its spin is known. 

Note that the fraction due to the spin is different
depending on whether the body is spinning up or down,
whereas the term Q due to the quadrupole has a definite 
sign once the shape of the body is known (F cannot
change its sign).



Applications and “numbers”
(case of Schwarzschild)

In the case of the Earth:

(distance Earth-Sun)



Applications and “numbers”
(case of Kerr)







Related works

Extensions of this work have been already
considered for different spacetimes (Kerr, 
GW) and releasing some of the 
stringent assumptions adopted here.











“Glitches” observed in pulsars





Work in progress
Structured body of astrophysical interest (pulsars) 
to be modeled by a similar analysis are still under 
consideration.

A constellation of satellites to be considered as a 
single extended body with quadrupolar structure is
under consideration too, in view of possible
applications of all this formalism to GW detectors
like LISA.
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